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Glass Tile Offers Unparallel Depth and Beauty
Diamond Tech Glass Tile launches its premiere glass tile line, inspired by cathedral glass
windows. The Stained Glass Series made its premiere debut for this 25 year old company at
Coverings 2005 show in Orlando. “Our Stained Glass Tiles have an unparalleled depth of color
and richness you have to see to believe,” explains Dan Daniels, President of Diamond Tech
Glass Tiles. “Each tile has an opalescent stained glass appearance, possessing colorful swirls
and streaks.”
The Stained Glass Series can be used as a focal point or as a neutral back-drop complimenting
many of today building materials. Mr. Daniels adds, “Each patterned tile has its own individual
character while maintaining the color schemes desired by today’s architects and interior
designers.”
The Stained Glass Series offers an assortment of 24 opalescence and 6 complimentary solid
color glass tiles. The tiles opalescent nature makes the color and grain of each tile vary, creating
a custom look every time it is used. Tiles are offered in 2” x 2”; 2” x 6” and 4” x 4” and posses
smooth round corners, beveled edges and textured back for better adhesive grip. The Stained
Glass Series is a trend-setting tile with a handcrafted look.

About Diamond Tech Glass Tiles
Diamond Tech Glass Tiles is a new subsidiary of The Daniels Corporation, a family owned and
operated American based company. Founded over 25 years ago, The Daniels Corporation's
primary objective is to provide innovative art glass products, tools and accessories to the tile,
architectural, stained glass and consumer market. The company, Diamond Tech Glass Tiles was
created to manufacture unique art glass tiles. As with all Daniels Corp Companies, Diamond Tech
Glass Tiles is dedicated to providing their clients with the best products for the greatest value.
They offer several lines of glass tiles, each with a distinctive look and feel to maximize their
clients design possibilities. To learn more, visit www.dtglasstiles.com
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